
New WebTimes options 
 
During the 2015 Para Worlds we added two new variants of WebTimes. 
 

 
 
The "Touch to Capture" is for tablet / smart phone users more than for laptop users. 
In this case a single tab on a boat in the entrant list immediately captures a time for the boat. 
The got-cha is in a large fleet it can take quite a while to visually find the boat to tap. 
This can be aided (after R1) by sorting by the finish time in the previous race ie tap on the 
"FT" header. 
This order the boats as per their finish in the last race which should give a reason order for 
the finish times in this race. 
 
For anything more that a couple of dozen boats I personally think you can type the sail 
number faster than finding the number. 
 
On that topic. 
Within TY you can "strip" off the leading "AUS", "NZL" and even just the leading "R" with a 
few key strokes. 
The same functionality allows you to reduce the Lasers to last 5 or even 4 digits.  
Search in TY help under "Sail Number Alpha Character Stripping". 
Once stripped, it is the stripped version of the sail number that is uploaded for the WebTimes 
operators to use. 
 
The second new WebTimes variant is  "Type Anywhere". 
This is for touch typist on a lap top. 
Is is very similar to the normal Laptop interface except that if you starting tying and are not in 
a sail number box, the software will automatically put you into the next available sail number 
box. 
This is useful for touch typist who do not look at the screen and may have, for example, 
previously clicked on the "Upload Data" button or clicked a table heading to sort the data. In 
these sorts of cases the cursor is not in a sail number box so typing away sends to key 
strokes to nowhere in the existing laptop interface!! 
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